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Abstract: When faults and disturbances occur in power systems, backup power resources respond to
maintain the system’s frequency, and the frequency recovery effect is related to the primary frequency
regulation of the reserve capacity provided by and the response speeds of the system’s generating
units and interruptible loads. The relationships between a system’s frequency and the frequency
regulation capacity of the generating units and the interruptible loads are different. In this paper,
an index for the frequency recovery effect is proposed based on the static frequency adjustment
coefficient of the interruptible load and the adjustment coefficients of the generating units, and an
optimization model of an interruptible load participating in primary frequency regulation is built
with the objective of minimizing the cost of the primary frequency regulation reserve that uses
the system’s frequency recovery effect as a constraint. The simulation results verify the validity of
the model.

Keywords: primary frequency regulation reserve; interruptible load; frequency recovery;
coordinative optimization

1. Introduction

In a power system, there is a great deal of uncertainty due to stochastic changes in the load,
random unit outages and unpredictable faults in power lines [1,2]. When disturbances and faults occur,
there could be fluctuations or drops in the frequency, and backup power resources that can respond
instantly play a significant role in frequency maintenance and recovery. The main instantly responding
backup power resources include spinning reserves for primary frequency regulation on the generation
side and direct load control, which can respond within seconds. The use of interruptible loads in a
primary frequency regulation reserve can reduce the investment in reserve capacity on the generation
side [3,4], optimize the reserve’s capacity [5–9], guarantee an adequate amount of generation [10,11]
and decrease the cost of operating the system [12,13].

Based on the time-scales of their responses, the stages of frequency recovery can be divided into
primary, secondary and tertiary frequency regulation, the time-scales of which are seconds, minutes
and hours, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The traditional primary frequency regulation method is
drop control, which is accomplished by governing the speed of the generators. Secondary frequency
regulation is non-error regulation, which is accomplished using automatic generation control (AGC).
Tertiary frequency regulation is the optimal distribution of the load curves provided by the dispatching
department [14].
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Figure 1. The relationships between means of frequency control and demand responses.

With the demand-side management (DSM), demand response (DR) resources are also able to
participate in system frequency regulation; they make up approximately 30% of the frequency response
resources in the British electricity market [15]. Previous papers [16,17] discuss strategies for allowing
DR energy storage resources to participate in secondary frequency regulation. Previous papers [18–20]
discuss control strategies for allowing DR resources to participate in peak load shifting and analyze
their economic effects. However, the aforementioned studies are based on DR resources with response
times of minutes or longer, and resources that can respond within seconds are not discussed. Load
aggregators (LAs) [21], load agents [22,23], etc. can be used to realize real-time responses of DR
resources and enable their participation in primary frequency regulation. The resources that can
respond in real time mainly fall under direct load control (DLC).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the costs of different
sources of backup capacity. An index representing the effects of DLC and generating units on
frequency recovery based on the static frequency adjustment coefficient of an interruptible load and
the adjustment coefficients of generating units is proposed in Section 3. An optimization model that
coordinates the participation of the interruptible load in primary frequency regulation and considers
the frequency recovery effect is built in Section 4. Finally, the proposed methods are validated using
simulations and the impacts of various factors are demonstrated in Section 5.

2. The Cost of Using Direct Load Control (DLC) for Primary Frequency Regulation

2.1. The Cost of DLC

The DLC project studied in this paper refers to those in which the power supply corporation or
organization that operates the system is allowed to regulate or turn off users’ electrical appliances
remotely when an emergency affects the power system or regional distribution network without
advance notice, and users can receive rewards or discounted electricity prices. There are two
approaches to compensating users for the use of DLC: discounted electricity prices and invocation
compensation. The cost of direct load control is described by:

CDLC “ ts
ÿ

mPNDLL

βm p0PDLL
m `

ÿ

zPNc

qz
ÿ

nPNDLH

βn p0PDLH
n,z (1)

where CDLC denotes the cost of DLC and ts denotes the term of the DLC contract signed by the
power supply corporation or organization that operates the system and the users. That is, for
this duration, the power supply corporation or organization that operates the system can regulate
or turn off users’ electrical appliances remotely according to the requirements of the power grid.
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PDLL
m is the DLC capacity provided by the m-th user. NDLL is the set of users who receive lower

electricity prices for participating in DLC. βm is the electricity price discount given to the m-th user,
and usually, βm “ µm ` dmPDLL

m , where µm and dm are the electricity price discount coefficients.
p0 is the selling price of electricity. Nc is the set of active power shortage scenarios, and qz is the
probability of active power shortage scenario z occurring. NDLH is the set of users who receive
high compensation for participating in DLC, and βn is the invocation compensation of the n-th user;
usually, βn “ αn ` cnPDLH

n , where αn and cn are the invocation compensation coefficients. PDLH
n,z

is the capacity that the n-th user receiving high compensation for participating in DLC can provide
during active power shortage scenario z. Each user participating in DLC can only choose one type of
compensation; therefore, NDLL and NDLH are independent and do not intersect.

2.2. The Cost of a Primary Frequency Regulation Reserve

The cost of a primary frequency regulation reserve consists of two parts, namely, the capacity cost
and the invocation cost; it is described by

CSR “
ÿ

αiPt
i `

ÿ

zPNc

qz
ÿ

βP,iP
z
i (2)

where CSR denotes the cost of the primary frequency regulation reserve on the generation side,
ř

αiPt
i

is the capacity cost of the spinning reserve on the generation side, and αi is the purchase bid for the
spinning reserve capacity of the i-th unit. Usually, αi “ ηi ` ciPt

i , where ηi and ci are the purchase
bid coefficients. Pt

i is the purchased spinning reserve capacity of the i-th unit at time t.
ř

zPNc

qzřβP,iPz
i

is the invocation cost of the spinning reserve on the generation side, βP,i is the invocation price of the
spinning reserve capacity of the i-th unit, and Pz

i is the spinning reserve capacity provided by the i-th
unit during active power shortage scenario z.

3. Impacts of the Primary Frequency Regulation Reserve Provided by DLC and Generating Units
on Frequency Recovery

3.1. Impacts of DLC on Frequency Recovery

Regardless of fluctuations in the power system’s voltage, the relationship between the active
power provided by DLC and the system’s frequency can be represented using the following
Equation [24]:

P “ PNra0 ` a1

ˆ

f
fN

˙

` a2

ˆ

f
fN

˙2
` . . . ` an

ˆ

f
fN

˙n
s (3)

where fN is the system’s rated frequency, f is the actual frequency of system, PN is the rated power,
and ai (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n) is the portion of the active power proportional to i-th power of the system’s
rated frequency. Usually, only a small amount of active DLC power is proportional to the fourth or
a higher power of the rated frequency; therefore, it is negligible. Using per-unit value normalization,
the following equation is derived:

P˚DLC “ F p f ˚q “ a0 ` a1 f ˚ ` a2 f ˚
2
` a3 f ˚

3
(4)

Taking the derivative of the above equation results in

KDLC “
dP˚DLC

d f ˚
“ a1 ` 2a2 f ˚ ` 3a3 f ˚

2
(5)

where KDLC is the static interruptible load frequency adjustment coefficient used in DLC; its value is
related to the composition and frequency of the DLC method used. Because it is assumed that the
active power shortage scenarios discussed in this paper do not require emergent load shedding and
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that the frequency fluctuates within ˘0.5 Hz [25] and, therefore, has little impact on KDLC, KDLC is
assumed to be constant. When system’s frequency drops due to a fault or a disturbance, DLC, when
invoked with a smaller value of KDLC, has a better effect on the frequency recovery, and the final
system frequency recovered is higher [26]. According to this analysis, the impact of DLC on frequency
recovery during an active power shortage scenario can be represented as follows:

RDLC “
ÿ

zPNc

qzp
ÿ

mPNDLL

PDLL
m,z {K

DLL
m `

ÿ

nPNDLH

PDLH
n,z {KDLH

n q (6)

where RDLC reflects the impact of DLC on frequency recovery, KDLL
m is the adjustment coefficient of

the active power of the m-th user enrolled in low-price DLC, KDLH
n is the adjustment coefficient of the

active power of the n-th user enrolled in high-compensation DLC, and PDLL
m,z and PDLH

n,z refer to the
response capacity of the m-th and n-th user, respectively, when low-price DLC or high-compensation
DLC are invoked during fault scenario z. It can be concluded that during a fault or disturbance,
frequency recovery works better if a DLC allocation scheme with a larger value of RDLC is deployed.

3.2. Impacts of the Generating Units on Frequency Recovery

As for the generating units, a fluctuation in the frequency can result in a fluctuation in the active
power output; the relationship between the two is described by:

Kgen “ ´
d f ˚

dP˚gen
(7)

where Kgen is the adjustment coefficient of the generating unit, f ˚ is the nominal value of the system’s
frequency, and P˚gen is the nominal amount of active power provided by the generating unit. The
smaller Kgen is, the larger the impact the generating unit has on the system’s frequency recovery
is. When there is a fault, increasing the active power output of such generating units can improve
the results of system frequency recovery. Therefore, the effect of the generating units on frequency
recovery in an active power shortage scenario can be described as follows:

Rgen “
ÿ

zPNc

qz
ÿ

Pz
i {Kgen,i (8)

where Rgen represents the impact of the generating units on frequency recovery, Kgen,i is the adjustment
coefficient of the i-th unit, and Pz

i is the reserve capacity for frequency regulation in active power
shortage scenario z.

4. Optimization Model

Most traditional optimization models of backup resources use the cost as the objective function
and the generating unit capacity and the minimal backup capacity as constraints to achieve an optimal
or more economical scheme for purchasing backup capacity, and the resulting frequency recovery is
rarely considered. The impacts of DLC and generation-side spinning reserves on frequency recovery
can illustrate their impacts. If those factors have greater impacts on frequency recovery for the
same active power shortage, then, the frequency drop is smaller and the frequency recovery is more
effective. Considering the economy of the system, the total cost of purchasing and invoking DLC and
a generation-side spinning reserve is described by:

C “ ts
ÿ

αiPt
i ` ts

ÿ

αm p0PDLL
m `

ÿ

zPNc

qztzr
ÿ

βP,iP
z
i `

ÿ

βn p0PDLH
n,z s (9)

where C is the cost of purchasing and invoking DLC and a generation-side spinning reserve, ts is the
period studied, which, in this paper, is set to 24 h, and tz is the duration of fault z.
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After incorporating the effect of recovering the system’s frequency and combining Equations (6)
and (8), Equation (10) is proposed as a frequency recovery constraint for the optimization model:

ÿ

zPNc

qzp
ÿ

mPNDLL

PDLL
m,z {K

DLL
m `

ÿ

nPNDLH

PDLH
n,z {KDLH

n `
ÿ

Pz
i {Kgen,iq ě K (10)

where the symbols have the same meanings as they do in the previous equations. The left side of
the inequality is the sum of the factors modelling the impacts of DLC and a generation-side spinning
reserve on frequency recovery; larger values of these denote better frequency recovery after a fault
or disturbance. On the right side of the inequality, K represents the required effect of recovery,
which ranges from one to three times the expectation of an active power shortage. This range is
based on consideration of the system’s economy and reliability as well as experiential methods [27].
To guarantee the universality of the impacts of DLC and generation-side spinning reserves, in this paper,
the reciprocals of the static interruptible load frequency coefficient used in DLC and the adjustment
coefficients of the generators are normalized to range from one to three.

The other constraints are as follows:
Constraint on the active power shortage:

ÿ

PDLL
m,z `

ÿ

PDLH
n,z `

ÿ

Pz
i “ Pz (11)

where Pz is the active power shortage in scenario z.
Constraint on the spinning reserve capacity:

0 ď Pt
i ď Pi,max (12)

where Pi,max is the maximum spinning reserve capacity that the i-th unit can provide.
Constraint on the spinning reserve capacity that can be invoked:

0 ď Pz
i ď Pt

i (13)

Constraint on the responding capacity of low-price DLC:

0 ď PDLL
m ď PDLL

m,max (14)

where PILL
m,max is the maximum responding capacity that the m-th user of low-price DLC can provide.

Constraints on the invoked capacity of DLC:

#

PDLL
m “ PDLL

m,z
0 ď PDLH

n ď PDLH
n,max

(15)

where PDLH
n,max is the maximum responding capacity that the n-th user of high-compensation DLC

can provide.
Constraint on the proportion of backup capacity provided by DLC:

ř

PDLL
m `

ř

PDLH
n,z

ř

PDLL
m `

ř

PDLH
n,z `

ř

Pz
i
ď a (16)

where a is the maximum proportion of the primary frequency regulation reserve capacity that DLC
accounts for, which is determined by the rules governing the operation of the different power grids.

An optimization model that aims to increase the performance-price ratio is established by
Equation (9), which serves as an objective function, and by Equations (10)–(16), which serve as
constraints. This is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem that is solved using CPLEX 12.6.
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5. Case Study

5.1. Parameters of the Case Study

The case study adopts data collected from the power grid in the Panzhihua district, Sichuan,
China, where the installed capacity of generating units is 980 MW, the tie-line received active power
is 500 MW, and the total load is 1060 MW. It is assumed that a, which denotes the ratio of the DLC
responding capacity to the total primary frequency regulation reserve capacity, is up to 0.5. Generating
units 1–3 are, respectively, Units 4, 6 and 7 at Hemenkou, and users participating in DLC #1–6 are in the
Tongzilin, Qinglong, Tuanshan, Madianhe, Yinjiang and Hemenkou districts, respectively. The normal
price of electricity is $61.9/MWh, and the studied period is 24 h long. The upper and lower limits,
purchase bid, and active power adjustment coefficients of the spinning reserve on the generation side
are given in Table 1, and those of low-price DLC and high-compensation DLC are given in Tables 2
and 3 respectively. The purchase bid for the spinning reserve is ciPt

i . The fault scenarios are shown in
Table 4.

Table 1. The parameters of the generating units.

Generating
Unit i

Lower Limit of
Spinning Reserve

Capacity (MW)

Upper Limit of
Spinning Reserve

Capacity (MW)

Purchase
Bid ci

Invocation
Price ($/MWh)

Adjustment
Coefficient

1 0 50 0.2 23.37 0.06
2 0 50 0.3 23.52 0.04
3 0 80 0.4 23.68 0.02

Table 2. The parameters of low-price interruptible service.

User m Lower Limit of
Interruptible Load (MW)

Upper Limit of
Interruptible Load (MW)

Discount Rate of the
Electricity Price, bm

Frequency Adjustment
Coefficient

1 0 40 0.00625 0.01
2 0 40 0.0075 0.02
3 0 60 0.0083 0.03

Table 3. The parameters of high-compensation interruptible service.

User n Lower Limit of
Interruptible Load (MW)

Upper Limit of
Interruptible Load (MW)

Compensation
Coefficient, dn

Frequency Adjustment
Coefficient

4 0 40 0.05 0.03
5 0 40 0.075 0.02
6 0 60 0.067 0.01

Table 4. Active shortage scenarios.

Fault z Occurrence Probability Active Power Shortage (MW) Duration (h)

1 0.1 50 3
2 0.05 100 5
3 0.025 120 7

5.2. Comparison of Economy under Circumstances with and without DLC

Figure 2 depicts the cost of the system’s reserve as a function of K with and without DLC, and it
can be seen that using interruptible loads as part of primary frequency regulation lowers the cost.
In Equations (1) and (2), note that the purchasing bid functions for DLC and the generating units
are linear, which means the price increases with the purchased and invoked capacity. Without DLC,
the primary frequency regulation reserve is provided only by the generating units, which results in a
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high unit price for primary frequency regulation reserves. With DLC, part of the primary frequency
regulation reserve is provided by DLC, and its marginal cost is reduced, which decreases the cost of
the primary frequency regulation reserve for the entire system.

Figure 2. The cost of the system’s reserve with and without interruptible loads before and after primary
frequency regulation.

5.3. Comparison of Frequency Recovery Effects under Circumstances with and without DLC

Figure 3 shows the frequency recovery for different proportions of interruptible loads in primary
frequency regulation. A fault occurs at the 10th cycle, and the active power shortage is 100 MW. DLC
begins in the 25th cycle and participates in primary frequency regulation. Figure 3 shows that the
higher the proportion under DLC is, the slower the frequency decreases and the higher the stabilized
frequency is. That is because the response speeds of DLC and traditional spinning reserves are
significantly different. DLC responds as soon as an order is received, but the responses of traditional
spinning reserves are governed by the speed at which the generators respond to changes in the system’s
frequency, which is slower than the response rate of DLC, and therefore, the frequency recovers more
slowly than it does when DLC is used.

Figure 3. The frequency recovery process.

5.4. Impacts of Different Factors on the Optimization Results

5.4.1. Impacts of the Proportion of DLC on the Optimization Results

Figure 4 shows the cost of the primary frequency regulation reserve in different fault scenarios
with different proportions of DLC. The cost of the primary frequency regulation reserve in Scenario 1,
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which has the smallest active power shortage, is reduced by at most $448.8, while the cost of the
primary frequency regulation reserve in Scenario 3, which has the largest active power shortage,
is reduced by at most $2476.13. The improvement in the system’s economy resulting from its use of
DLC is greater when there is a larger shortage of active power.

Figure 4. The impact of the power system’s operating rule on the optimization results.

Furthermore, a difference in the proportion of the primary frequency regulation reserve provided
by DLC result in a different amount of improvement in the system’s economy. In this case, the system
is economically optimal when DLC makes up 60% of primary frequency regulation reserve in a single
active power shortage scenario and 50% of primary frequency regulation reserve when all the active
power shortage scenarios are considered.

5.4.2. Impacts of the DLC and Generator Parameters on the Optimization Results

Figure 5 shows the allocation of the primary frequency regulation reserve for different frequency
recovery effects in Scenario 2. With a lower requirement, Unit 1 and User 4 provide the highest primary
frequency regulation reserve capacity. When the requirements for the frequency recovery effect are
increased, i.e., K increases, the primary frequency regulation reserve capacity provided by Unit 1 and
User 4 decreases. The reason for this is that the costs of Unit 1 and User 4 are low, but their impacts
on frequency recovery are small. Unit 3 and Users 1 and 6, which have higher purchasing bids and
greater impacts on the frequency effect, provide more primary frequency regulation reserve capacity
as K increases. The optimal allocation of the primary frequency regulation reserve is related not only
to the costs of the generators and DLC but also to their impacts on frequency recovery.

5.4.3. Impacts of the Probabilities of the Active Power Shortage Scenarios on the Optimization Results

The economy of high-compensation DLC is related not only to the purchasing bid but also to the
probability of each active power shortage scenario because the extra cost of this type of compensation
only occurs when there is an active power shortage. When the probability of an active power shortage
scenario increases, the economy of high-compensation DLC decreases, which results in an increase in
the primary frequency regulation reserve provided by the generating units and by low-price DLC and
a decrease in the reserve capacity provided by high-compensation DLC. In Scenario 2, when there is
an active power shortage of 100 MW, the impacts of the probability on the cost and allocation of the
system’s reserve are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Primary frequency regulation reserve allocation in fault Scenario 2.

Figure 6. The impacts of the probability of an active power shortage on the cost and allocation of the
primary frequency regulation reserve.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an index representing the effect of DLC and generating units on frequency recovery
is proposed; it is based on static interruptible load frequency coefficients and the adjustment coefficients
of the generating units, and a coordinative optimization model of the use of DLC in primary frequency
regulation is built. The results indicate that the optimal primary frequency regulation scheme is
related not only to the pricing and parameters of DLC and the generating units but also to the
proportion of the primary frequency regulation reserve’s capacity that is allowed to be provided by
DLC, the requirements for frequency recovery and the probability of each active power shortage
scenario. The proposed index can reflect the impact of the primary frequency regulation scheme on
the system’s frequency recovery, and the coordinative optimization model incorporates both economy
and security, which allows it to be used as a reference for power system operators and designers.
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